February 9, 2007

A “Perfect Storm” is Coming, Says ETS

Recent reports citing “doom and gloom” for America’s
economy are certainly nothing new. Many, such as Rising Above
the Gathering Storm,1 look at our ability to stay economically
and educationally competitive in a global context where China
and India increasingly churn out large numbers of college
graduates. Now comes a new report from the publisher of the
SAT, and it doesn’t mention India or China.

On Monday at the National Press Club in Washington, the Educational Testing
Service (ETS) released what it is calling a landmark report, America’s Perfect
Storm. The report contends that three powerful forces — inadequate literacy skills
among large segments of the population, the continuing evolution of the economy
and the nation’s job structure, and an ongoing shift in the demographic profile of
the nation, powered by the highest immigration rates in almost a century — are
creating a “perfect storm” that could have dire consequences for our nation. If
anyone but ETS had released this report, it might be easy to file alongside the
others but it is clear that they are very, very serious about its implications.
In this spirit, ETS President and CEO Kurt Landgraf issued a strong statement
with the release of the report, “America’s Perfect Storm is a wake-up call with
implications for education, business, policy makers and every parent and child.
It describes forces at play in society that will affect all of us in the near future. …
If we fail to act now on the warnings sounded in this report, the next generation
of children will be worse off than their parents for the first time in our country’s
history. The American dream could turn into an American tragedy for many.”2
As the report states, “these three forces — substantial disparities in the
distributions of skills, economic restructuring and demographic trends — are
each powerful in their own right. But as they play out together over time, the
result is truly a perfect storm that, unlike the storm chronicled by Sebastian
Junger, continues to gain strength with no end in sight.”3
ETS feels that there is still time to institute policy changes but lacks specificity as
to what these might entail. Their focus here is demographic and making a case.
The complete report and video news conference is available at: www.ets.org.
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School group.
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